Brenda Brewer: (10/11/2017 07:08) Good day! Welcome to CCT-RT Plenary #60 on 11 October 2017 @ 13:00 UTC!

Brenda Brewer: (07:08) Please note that this meeting will be recorded. When not speaking, you may mute your phones by pressing *6. Press *6 to unmute.

Carlos Gutierrez: (07:53) good morning

Jean-Baptiste Deroulez: (07:53) buenos dias Carlos

Carlos Gutierrez: (07:54) Buenos dias Juan Bautista

Jean-Baptiste Deroulez: (07:54) :D

Jean-Baptiste Deroulez: (07:54) Todo bien en Costa RIca?

David Taylor: (08:01) I'll follow the new directions and dial out then :-) 

David Taylor: (08:02) done

Carlos Gutierrez: (08:02) when is the meeting scheduled to start?

Carlos Gutierrez: (08:02) now or in one hour?

Laureen Kapin: (08:05) now

Waudo Siganga: (08:08) what page are you on Laureen

Jean-Baptiste Deroulez: (08:09) p12 Recommendation 3

Carlos Gutierrez: (08:09) API?

Jordyn A Buchanan: (08:09) Application Programming Interface

Carlos Gutierrez: (08:10) Application Programming Interface

Carlos Gutierrez: (08:10) really?

Waudo Siganga: (08:10) Application Program Interface I guess

Waudo Siganga: (08:10) maybe put API out in full

Jordyn A Buchanan: (08:11) +1 Jonathan

Jordyn A Buchanan: (08:11) We keep agreeing to do this between now and the final report.

Jordyn A Buchanan: (08:11) But it should be consistent across all recommendations rather than doing it ad hoc

Jordyn A Buchanan: (08:12) Otherwise the new recommendations will be in a different form than the ones in the initial report

Calvin Browne: (08:14) Apologies for being late
David Taylor: (08:19) I think Jordyn has a good point re the API access only mentioned here and not elsewhere.

Jordyn A Buchanan: (08:20) I'd suggest we remove it here and consider adding it to our overall Recommendation #1.

Waudo Siganga: (08:22) agree to put it generally somewhere.

David Taylor: (08:22) out here in elsewhere generally.

Waudo Siganga: (08:23) I think we had consensus last time. I agree.

Jordyn A Buchanan: (08:23) I'm abstaining on this, mostly in deference to previous consensus.

David Taylor: (08:24) Yes it's the same.

David Taylor: (08:26) That's my recollection also Laureen.

Jordyn A Buchanan: (08:26) I think what Laureen said is correct; I plan to write a minority statement making the points I've previously made on this topic.

Jonathan Zuck: (08:26) Mine as well.

Waudo Siganga: (08:27) correct.

David Taylor: (08:27) Majority agreement. Not full consensus. We also agreed to publish it noting reservations yes.

David Taylor: (08:28) I think the Recommendation already has it "Majority consensus but not unanimity."

Waudo Siganga: (08:29) where will the minorty statement be place?

Jordyn A Buchanan: (08:30) Yeah, I'll try to get that in the next 24 hours.

David Taylor: (08:30) In an appendix of an appendix of an appendix on page 241 ;-)

Jean-Baptiste Deroulez: (08:30) it's usually placed in the appendix.

David Taylor: (08:30) I was right! ;-)

Waudo Siganga: (08:30) thanks David. That's hidden enough.

Jordyn A Buchanan: (08:31) Wait, what about recommendation 5?

Waudo Siganga: (08:31) Rec %

Waudo Siganga: (08:31) REc5

David Taylor: (08:35) old.

Jonathan Zuck: (08:36) Agree.

Jonathan Zuck: (08:37) yes, sorry. I agree with both his points.
Waudo Siganga: (08:37) I ten dto agree. We should focus on what appertains to teh new GTLD program rather than generic domain name issues

Jonathan Zuck: (08:37) on Rec 5

Calvin Browne: (08:38) this is very generic as well

David Taylor: (08:38) I do have a question re Recommendation 2..... if I may

David Taylor: (08:39) I guess Drew....

David Taylor: (08:40) in the appendix of the appendix of the appendix yes

Calvin Browne: (08:44) ry's already have this in their contracts

Calvin Browne: (08:49) the big problem is that rar's don't really have this to the same extent

Jordyn A Buchanan: (08:49) Yeah, it looks like it was just inconsistently edited.

Calvin Browne: (08:50) but agreed on the inconsistancy

Calvin Browne: (08:50) *agreed

Waudo Siganga: (08:50) Sorry I've been off for about 20 minutes. Power backout - thunderstorm outside

Jordyn A Buchanan: (08:51) Seems fine to add the EURid thing as a footnote, perhaps with a couple of other examples like .XYZ's anti-abuse mechanism.

David Taylor: (08:52) ok can do

Jordyn A Buchanan: (08:52) Sure.

Calvin Browne 2: (08:57) .

Jordyn A Buchanan: (09:06) I've just made a quick scan and will try to provide some comments.

Jordyn A Buchanan: (09:06) My big comment is that we should try to actually relate the UDRP numbers to # of total domains so we can see a ratio.

Eleeza Agopian: (09:10) @David, just FYI that Antonietta is double checking numbers and references.

David Taylor: (09:12) Thanks Eleeza and Antonietta

Jordyn A Buchanan: (09:12) Oh, cool.

Jordyn A Buchanan: (09:12) I didn't notice in my quick scan.

David Taylor: (09:14) no problem and good point as needed I agree @Jordyn

David Taylor: (09:21) have question...
Waudo Siganga: (09:23) It's like travel are not aware our meeting is 27th. The itinerray they sent me is I arrive on 27th so I cannot be in the meeting in the morning session at least. Maybe they need to be updated on our actual meeting day so they adjust

Waudo Siganga: (09:25) Yes thansk . I already contacted them but I thought they needed info from teh CCTRT as well

Waudo Siganga: (09:25) Ok thanks. Will cc JB

Calvin Browne 2: (09:25) hmm - i’m also only arriving on the 27th

Calvin Browne 2: (09:26) yeah

David Taylor: (09:26) Can I also ask what our potential / possible timing is on the report, when the final report likely to be out for public comment, finishing when etc, subject of course to change.

Carlos Gutierrez: (09:26) Anybody arriving in Dubai on Thursday the 26 who want to sahre a taxi?

Carlos Gutierrez: (09:26) share a taxi

Carlos Gutierrez: (09:27) TAXI

David Taylor: (09:27) taxi

Carlos Gutierrez: (09:27) damn

Carlos Gutierrez: (09:27) ok

Carlos Gutierrez: (09:27) thanks

Waudo Siganga: (09:28) Free shuttle from Dubai. Its 1 hour 45 minutes through the desert

Calvin Browne 2: (09:28) Interesting - I wonder how I messed that one up :(

Waudo Siganga: (09:29) Its an enjoyable ride. Just watch out for teh camels on the road

Kaili Kan: (09:31) Bye!

Calvin Browne 2: (09:31) bye

David Taylor: (09:31) thanks